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not go where the path may lead you; go instead where there is no path and leave a trail."
Ralph Waldo Emerson

Book drive supports local reading program
"We spend a lot of time at Lincoln
Way and wanted to give back," explained
Yassi Davoodi '11. Davoodi, who came up
The women of Delta Theta Psi sur--' with the idea, has been working with the
prised both the participants and leaders of reading program for three years.
Lincoln Way Reads program last week with
"I've read the same books here year after
a donation of $300 and 724 elementary-lev- el year," said Davoodi. "This seemed very dobooks. Half of the books were already able, and a tangible way to give back.
labeled and leveled to determine the appro"I had no idea what to expect. It compriate audience.
pletely exceeded our expectations."
Lincoln Way Reads is a program funded
After some of the initial books were colby individual donors and the Noble Foun'13 organized a "levellected, Loni Ben-Z- vi
dation. Volunteers donate anywhere .from ing party" to label the books, which deterone weekly 45 minute session to multiple mines which books are proper for different
sessions to help an elementary school child children to read. It took 15 girls six hours
practice reading. Most volunteers are seleca feat that saved the
to label 398 books
tively placed with a certain student, giving program coordinator hours of labor.
the program a "mentoring" feel.
Lorraine Boreman, the program coorThe books were collected as a New dinator for almost a decade, couldn't have
Member Education project for the sorority,
been more pleased with the contributjon:
which currently has almost 50 members.
"This sorority has been volunteering
eduweeks
two
new
member
the
of
with
Lincoln Way Reads for three or four
During
cation and in the weeks following, the 18 years. Oftentimes' sororities don't get the
women in the pledge class worked tirelessly positive recognition they deserve
to collect books. They distributed large colfor what they do," said Boreman.
lection boxes around campus, advertised the "Five or 10 years from now, chil, event in WHN, the Pot and on Facebook,
dren will still be reading these
and tabled to work on fundraising.
books. This is a gift that lasts a

Kris Fronzak
News Editor.
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long time."
"I'm thinking about filling my bookshelves to the brim," Boreman stated, adding that the children were going to love the
increased variety.
"I have some very low readers in the
program," she stated. "Usually only half of
them come up to grade level by the end of
the year."
Some of the determination behind the
book drive came from respect for Boreman,
Davoodi explained.
"She's been a phenomenal program organizer. She's so compassionate and cares
about the kids so much," Davoodi said.
Students at Lincoln Way Elementary
School attend the lowest socioeconomic
school in the district, a fact that contributes
to the difficulty of providing children with
education outside of the classroom.
"Coming here just twice a week really
shows you the privilege of a quality education," said Miriam Wise '11.
--
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WORLD Leader Sathya
Sai Baba passes away
Sathya Sai Baba, a spiritual leader
who had millions of followers
across the world, passed away
last Sunday following long-terheart and respiration issues. He
was being treated at a hospital
that he himself had created for the
masses. His hometown in India
has gone into complete shutdown
in reaction to the news. (India
Times)
m

NATIONAL
Nintendo says
Wn successor is on the way
Nintendo will launch a succes
g
sor to its
Wii game
machine in 2012 that will "offer
a new way of playing games."
Company representatives did not
reveal details about the machine.
According to leaks from multiple
anonymous sources, the Wii 2 will
be more powerful than the Xbox
360 and the PS3. The machine is
also reportedly being developed
under the codename Project Cafe.
It is rumored to be around the
same size as the
Xbox 360 and could cost between
$350 and $400. (MSNBC)
best-sellin-

first-generati-
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Author releases

DEBUT NOVEL ABOUT OHIO
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At left, Yassi Davoodi '11 works with her mentee, Marcella Sottosanti, at above right, Miriam Wise '11 brings a
load of books into Lincoln Way Elemantary School to donate to the Lincoln Way Reads program. Members of
Delta Theta Psi donated $300 and 724 books to the program (Photos by Kris Fronzak).
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lb' Life," Hospitality Services Director
cnk group called "Kittn
!...!! reopening anytime in the near future ; re !ir.i.
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attendance for mealtimes ;:t Kktn. ';;e prompted the administration to
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"Schultz Avenue," a book about
being raised in Wayne Country,
has just been released by Dalton
resident Robyn Berg Holbert. Using the pen name of Annie Harrison, Holbert examines the area as
it once was in the sixties, seventies
and eighties. "Schultz Avenue"
will be available for purchase
through local bookstores on May
17. (The Daily Record)
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GlNA CHRISTO
KRIS FRONZAK

Obama collaborates with Injustice in Syria sparks revolution

Facebook's Zuckerberg

steadily grown since. In the middle

Ramsey Kincannon
'

I

of March, the protests significantly

Senior Staff Writer

expressed significant concern over
the attacks, but the Security Council has yet to approve any particular
plan. For now, it looks like this revolution will be fought exclusively
.
amongst Syrians.
Despite the bloodshed, many
protestors still remain hopeful and
and his
optimistic that
family will be ousted from the government. Syrians across the country
now chant proudly as they fight for
democracy.

increased in intensity.
Syrians across the country used
Bashar's response to the protests
to chant, "Syria, God, Bashar
was more of the same
he sent his
that is enough!" The third chant military might in order to crush
referred to a once-lovpresident the revolt. The military response,
of the Syrian Republic, who people though, has only led to the conof Syria are now rioting and pro- tinued recruitment of
ar
testing in order to ensure his resthe
across
protests
country. Much
ignation.
like Libyan leader Muamar Gaddafi,
Bashar
is the successor
has continued to fight the
of his father, Hafez, who had been protests
by cutting power lines,
acting president of
water supply
byna since 1971
and closing the
nine years after "Since
borders in the
Syria an emergency
took over in 2000, hope that the
law
was enacted
revolutionar
that suspended the his initial
ies will one day
rights of many of ises tO Change the ' grow tired of
v
their citizens. Hafez
i
protesting and
'
social
and politi- retreat.
was responsible for the Hama cal
Recently,
x...
' - (
massacre, which was
reports
came
have out that
described by author the
Robin Wright as "the withered away."
has
single deadliest act
begun to use
f
by any Arab govern- -.
army-lev- el
ment against its own people in the weapons in order to combat
modern Middle East," with the lowthe protests, which has been
est death estimates being around furiously condemned in inter10,000 and the highest close at national circles. According to
80,000. That was the last time that VOA nputt Procirlnf Okama
Syrians protested their country's
has called the attacks "outra- - The streets of Syna are noticeably
crumbling under the rule of a memgeous,: and has decided to in a revolutionary state in defense of
'
ber of the
family.
freeze many American assets democracy (PhotO COUrteSy AP).
Since
took over in to Syria. The U.N. has also
2000, his initial promises to change
the social and political structure of
the country have withered away.
Human rights groups have come
away disgusted by Syrian policies,
and due to the fact that the
family is in charge of the government, army, and police, it's hard not
to see why. In addition, women and
ethnic minorities have experienced
much discrimination and there's no
protection of free speech or freedom of association. In fact, Human
Rights Watch has given Syrus some
of the lowest human rankings in
the world.
Small protests had occurred
during Bashar's rule, but nothing
nearly as enormous as the swell of
protests that started in late January and are still raging. Much like
the situations in Egypt and Libya,
the protests started slowly
and
The battle for democracy rages on with the people of Syria
about the same goal: free elections
and more human rights
and have passionately behind it (Photo courtesy AP).
ed
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sad

structure of
country

Obama sat down with Zuckerberg to establish his committment to online networking (Photo by AP).

al-As-

al-As-

Gina Christo
News Editor

because unemployment
community
remains at nine percent and Obama
needs corporate America to hire.

Last

week President Barack
Obama visited the offices of the social
networking website Facebook. Mark
Zuckerberg, the founder of Facebook,
and Obama held a town
le
hall-sty-

meeting with the staff
of Facebook. Starting with an anecdote,
Obama launched into
a brief retelling of a
dinner party he at-

tended in February
with the
Zuckerberg and
about a dozen other

The meeting with Zuckerberg has
given citizens insight into Obama's
goals and reelection campaign. He
wants to spend billions on clean energy, education and

l
i. j. makes
rPartj. ofr what

for a healthv

racy

demOC- -

i

When yOU
have CltlZenS
citizens Who
... IS

are informed"

elites.

Barack Obama

There, Zuckerberg
sat to the president's
immediate
right.
Obama said, "I'm the guy who got
Mark to wear a jacket and tie. Halfway
through dinner, he's starting to sweat
a bit. It's really uncomfortable for him.
I helped him out of his jacket."
After the pair of Harvard alumni
chummed around, the town hall meeting took a more serious turn. The underlying theme of the conversation

Inter

net. The president
argued that targeted
spendingi
education

inclufiding

initiatives
aimed at producing:
a more sophisticated
workforce, will make
America's
future
work force more viable and competitive.

26-year-- old

tech-indust- ry

high-spe- ed

The support of

Sili-

con Valley's leading
innovators and job

creators could make
the implementation of this spending
easier.

-

al-As-

sad

sad

;
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al-As-

"

sad

was information technology, however,
Obama did slip in his platforms on
federal deficit, education, healthcare
and immigration into each of his answers. Obama tied in his 2008 campaign rhetoric with his commitment
to supporting America's progression

through online sites like Facebook.
"Historically, part of what makes for
a healthy democracy, what is good
politics, is when you have citizens
who are informed, who are engaged.
And what Facebook allows us to do
is make

sure this isn't just

a

one-w-

ay

7

conversation," Obama told CNN. Not
only did Obama get to reestablish his
campaign, but this town meeting gave
Facebook the opportunity to validate

While we strive to
achieve excellence
every week, we, too,
sometimes fall short.
Please send your corrections to Voice
wooster.edu
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itself in the eyes of Washington D.G
which has been the most recent motive of Facebook.
Zuckerl)erg is not the only technology guru Obama paid a visit to last
week. Google Chief Executive Eric
Schmidt and Steve Jobs, the Apple
founder, were among a dozen business
leaders who met with him in the Silicon Valley.
Also attending were leaders Twitter, Yahoo!, NetFlix and Oracle, and
the president of Stanford University.
Obama met with those leaders in an
effort to reach out to the business

sad
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E-ma-

wouldn't be surprised if I capture
a communal sentiment here at
Wooster when I say 1 am sick of the

I

dent in US. history, he has had quite a
bit to say regarding President Obama.
In an interview with the Huffington

When questioned

Post on April 25, Trump made the claim
that Obama was not qualified to attend
Columbia University or Harvard Law

sources, Trump responded, "Excuse me.
You're not stealing anything. You're
we're reimbursing ourselves
taking

contin-

ued

speculation
of whether or not
Donald

Anyone glancing at the lead story in last week's Yoke could be forgiven
for thinking that the College is planning to a) increase the size of the student body dramatically and b) build a new residence hall to accommodate that
22,

S20

This year's bumper crop of

1

1)

Neither

;

is

'
,

olf-camp-

first-yea-

rs

phased

wpv--

'

the U.S. is the most unequal it has ever
been since 1928, the year before the
Great Depression. Aren't we supposed
to be coming out of a recession? While
that is a topic for another debate, you

so, how might we tackle those needs in a

And so on.
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was developed in 2U00, updated about I've years ago,-anThe last master
has guidcl our campus stewardship efforts for a decade. In other Woids,
' n

d

--

this is, by its nature, a

long-ter-

planning process.

m

'

can't help but think the plutocrats that
really run this country wouldn't mind
having a billionaire businessman calling
the shots in Washington, D.C.
Whether this speculation is

sins-ce- re

or not, we should not just blame
the mainstream media for this whole

Sincerely,

Trump extravaganza. After all, he has
tossed up plenty of claptrap the past few

John L. Hopkins
Associate Vice President for
College Relations

laude from Harvard in 1991.
Trump has also played the all too
familiar "birther" card in the GOP

dent of the United States is an alarming
one. The fact is, wealth distribution in

ties," including "a comprehensive plan for student residences." Such a plan
will evaluate our current stock of student housing from a variety of angles.
Do we have the right mix of housing options? Are there facilities in need

of renovation or replacement? If

Wharton School of Business? For the
record, Obama graduated magna cum

a real estate mogul who builds property
exclusively for rich people being presi-

us

&

weeks for all the talking heads to babble
alxiut. Let's examine a few of his most
outrageous claims. After

Marketing

.

dad was a billionaire real estate tycoon
didn't help you get into Fordham or UP

City Board of Elections, you haven't
voted in a presidential primary in over
two decades! But hey, the media loves to
play on fear, and frankly the thought of

notwithstanding, Wooster is,
and will continue to be, a college of about 2,000 students, of whom 1,850 or
so are on campus at any one time (with the rest studying abroad or enrolled in
domestic
programs). There is no new residence hall in the works.
The campus master planning process now underway will produce, as the
article notes, "a comprehensive assessment of our facilities needs and priori(J(X)

mean, come on,
Trump, according
to the New York

Anthony Dominguez

flip-floppi- ng

in an April 18 inter-

view with ABC News if this would be
stealing another country's natural re-

School, stating, "I heard he was a terrible student, terrible. How does a bad
student go to Columbia and then to
Harvard?" Bro, like the fact that your

Trump
will run for president in 2012. I

AJs
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Trumped-u- p
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Cartoon by Staff Cartoonist Gus Fuguitt. He can be reached at GFuguitt13wooster.edu.
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at least, at a minimum, and I say
more. We're taking back $1.5 trillion
to reimburse ourselves." Trump, buddy,
the whole "God loves America" Manifest Destiny garbage is so 19th century.
We already killed most of the American Indians. Why don't you read a history book instead of wondering who
your wife is cheating on you with when
she is out for a movie night? But to hell
with it, we are the modern day empire

presidential nomination game of poker.
Donald, dude, Hawaii made Obama's
birth certificate public information, this

anyway.
Let's be realistic here, Trump couldn't
really win the GOP presidential nomi-

isn't even

nation, could he?

topic for debate anymore. If
Trump actually wanted the GOP presidential nomination, one would think
he would separate himself from other
a

GOP candidates by sidestepping this
fictitious claim
a claim that, in my

I mean, the Republican
learned
lesson with Sarah
their
Party
Palin, right? In another recent USA

poll, 46 percent of Republicans said
that they definitely would not vote for
Trump in the primaries if he declared

nation's history.

his presidential bid. However, the jury is
still out on Trump. Even
conservative writer Thomas Sowell has
stated that Trump could be Obama's

Perhaps Trump's most outrageous
assertion is that we, or really his billionaire corporate oil buddies
because

"Trump card" in his campaign for reelection. I'm admittedly a pretty lefty
guy, so with this in mind, keep it coming

you know the U.S. is not nationalizing
should just seize the oilfields
that shit

Donald, keep it coming.

of Iraq and Libya to deal with rising oil
prices as a form of reimbursement for

Anthony Dominguez is a lriewpoints Editor for the Voice. He can be reached for

the money we spent during occupation.

comment at ADominguez I lwooster.edu.

fective in stopping terror." I strongly
disagree with this opinion. I believe that

continue to be deeply affected by the
conflict and the blockade." I believe the

the Gaza invasion bolstered the inter-

report still carries significant credibility

national public opinion against Israel,
while at the same time gave some sort
of legitimacy to Hamas' ideology. It

and provides accurate insights into the
crimes of Israel and Hamas.

opinion, is a frightening representation
of a 21st century form of legal racism
towards the first black president in our

opinions about who is the worst presi

well-respect-

ed

A Wooster Bucket List Time
for Peace: Israel & Palestine
There

are 17 days left until
graduation. Seventeen days
until seniors leave behind both the
good and the
bad of Wooster,
Ohio,

includ-

ing Lowry,

all-night-

ers,

Fri-

nights at
the UG, exams,
Sunday mornLisa Hazelton
ing breakfasts
at Farmer Boy
and many of our friends. I don't
know how this happened, seeing as
I'm 100 percent positive I was living
in Compton last year dancing to Lady
Gaga and freaking out about a paper
SemiI had to write for First-Ye- ar
Even
though I'm completely in
nar.
denial that we're leaving in a little
over two weeks, I know we have to
make these last few weeks count. As
a senior filled with nostalgia caused
by the little amount of time we haVe
left here, I have some advice for how
underclassmen tan make the most of
the time they have.
1, Explore Wooster.
Wooster is
filled with great restaurants like City
Square, Broken Rocks, Muddy Waters, Old Jaol and Hero House, and
they are definitely worth investigating before you leave. Also, Wooster
has a collection of unique stores like
the Bead Cafe Pink Tomato, the Gift
Corner and Everything Rubbermaid.
We're also very close to great salons
like Tricia Marie's and Spa Collections. I know that sometimes it can
be hard to find time to get outside
of the College, but downtown can be
really fun if you know where to go.
2. Spend as much time with friends
as possible. This may be obvious, but
sometimes we take friends for grant- day

ed, thinking that they will always be
just down the hall or two dorms over.
we all have friends who
live all over the United States and
the world, and after graduation, sad
However,

Tn

previous weeks, Dan Hanson '12

land

Joseph McCarthy '11 wrote
about the
conflict.
.

Israeli-Palestini- an

On

one
shared
Hanson

as it is, we won't be able to see them
as much. It's important that we take
advantage of the time we have with

them now and live it up.
3. Get involved. I know we've all
heard how important being in a club
or having a leadership role is in getting a job after graduation, but' it
can also be really fun if you find the
right group for you. I joined a sorority my first year and was also one
of the founding members of Cook
ing Club my sophomore year. Not
only has that been a great addition
to my resume, but it also helped me
meet some of my best friends. Scot
Spirit Day is a great way to become
informed about the clubs Wooster aland we have a lot
and
ready has
if you can't find one you want to join,
you can always start your ownt
Honestly though, the most important thing to do with your time left
here is have fun. Whether it's spending time with friends, taking a late
night Taco Bell run, going to Amish
which is actually really
Country
fun
or going to a movie, just do
whatever makes you happy. We all
know Wooster's course load can be
intense, and at times it seems impossible to' take even a 10 minute break
for dinner, but you should be able to
look back at your time in college and
remember how great these four years
were and how many lasting memories
you made.
Lisa Hazelton is a Senior Staff Writer
for the Voice. Slie can be reached for
comment at LHazeltonl lzvooster.edu.
V

hand,

an extreme view
of Israel's Zion-

Adel EiAdawy

ism ideology. On
the other hand,

provided more justification for extremist ideology throughout the region. Israel will never defeat Hamas' ideology

McCarthy
portrayed Arabs as

with force, but rather by working with
moderates like Fatah in the West Bank.

extremist and

The only

way to defeat ideologies represented by Hamas and similar organizations is to work hard for peace and

le-

gitimized Israel's actions.
Let me start by expressing the need
for the creation of a Palestinian state,
solution is the only option
A
two-sta-

te

we have today that can secure the existence of the Jewish state of Israel. But,

if we wait, this goal will become harder
to achieve. Let us assume that we have
te
a
solution. This would be the
downfall of a Jewish state, since Musone-sta-

lim and Christian Arabs would represent the majority of the population in
a democratic country. The only way for
a Jewish

one-sta-

scenario to succeed is

te

.

was very disappointed
alxwt the negative portrayal of Jewish
Zionists and Arabs in the previous articles. The majority of Jews would like
Furthermore,

I

to see a Palestinian state. Also, not all
Arabs are violent and share Hamas'
ideology. I disagree with McCarthy's
conclusion concerning "Arab's desire to
see Israel 'wiped off the map." Coming

encourage moderate and democratic .elements. I doubt that violent actions will
help Israel and extremist Palestinians

from a diplomatic family that has sacrificed for two generations for the cause
of peace with Israel, I consider McCar-

in the future. I am convinced that dialogue and negotiations are the pathway
to peace through the creation of two

thy's statement to be false.

nation states.
The U.N. Goldstone report details
the disproportionate use of violence
9
against Palestinians iii the
'

2008-200-

Gaza invasion. It emphasized Israel's
and Hamas' crimes against human-

There are extremists on both sides of
the equation who advocate for violence
and war. But there are more who call
for peace, dialogue and moderation. A
group like Hamas does not represent
Arabs. In fact, Egypt and Jordan, two
Arab countries, have peace treaties with
Israel. The Arab League put forward an
Arab Peace Initiative proposal in 2002,
in which one could see the willingness

an apartheid system.
Of course, the international community, particularly the United States, would

ity. McCarthy mentions Justice Rich-

not support an apartheid system. It is
in both parties' interests to choose the
solution. They
pathway of a two-stahave to get back on the negotiation

the three other authors of the

report responded in a long statement
published in The Guardian. They explained, "We regret the personal attacks

Today, some are pessimistic about the
future of peace in the Middle East. The
facts on the ground show a minority of

table without preconditions. This is not
a new idea, but one that heljied Sadat
achieve peace between Egypt and Israel
more than 30 years ago.
I would also like to emphasize that

and the extraordinary
on members of the

extremists on both sides who are

violence is hot the solution to the

port and its authors. Had we given in to
pressures from any quarter to sanitize
our conclusions, we would be doing a

by implementing

te

Israel-

conflict. McCarthy arGaza invasion
9
gues that the
was successful because "Rocket attacks
dramatically dropped in the months following the operation, proving that for

i-Palestinian

2008-200-

Israel, the use of force is far more

ef--

ard Goldstone's recent retractions of
his charges against Israel. However,

fact-findi-

U.N.

pressure placed
mission

ng

since we began our work in May 2009.
This campaign has been clearly aimed
at undermining the integrity of the re-

serious injustice to the hundreds of innocent civilians killed during the Gaza
conflict, the thousands injured, and the
hundreds of thousands whose lives
v.

of Arab states to

officially

recognize

Israel.

advo-

cating violence and a majority who are
calling for peace. What do we do? Do
we give in to the extremists or. encourage the moderates? Dialogue and negotiations are difficult, yet I believe this is
the only path to achieve a just and secure peace for Israel and Palestine.
Adel

El-Ada-

wy

Voice. He

is a contributor
can be reached

AEl-Adauyllwooster.edu.
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Wooster in Kenya program proves rewarding

:

well-prepar-

Ellie Lawrence

D
Sage
Nenyue

One thing seems abundantly clear
to me: LGBT students need administrative support on campus.
While student-initiatgroups
are all well and good, at what point
will LGBT students be able to, depend on the administration to, for
lack of a better phrase, have their
backs?
According to the Scot's Key, for
example, while the College as an
institution does not discriminate on
the basis of a number of factors, including sexual orientation, there is
no mention of gender identity and
or expression
a sobering realization for transgender students.
While no two students are alike,
scholars have gone into the field to
quantify and classify the general
trends in issues among LGBT students. Such issues include increased
drug and alcohol usage as a means
to cope with the pressure of not
fitting into a heterosexual society,
the perceived or real lack of social
support (emotional, appraisal, instrumental and informational) and
dealing with juggling one's LGBT
T
identity in a primarily
world.
To focus on the social support
point for a second, I would like to
paraphrase John Dunn and say
that no individual is an island and
none of us can go through life completely autonomously
especially
students.
Most of us still rely on our parents to help us transition into adulthood. Part of the "typical" LGBT
experience is the fear that, upon divulging your orientation or gender
identity, you will lose the love and
support of your family. Health educator Cornne Mufioz-Plaz- a
and her
colleagues point out four types of
support that LGBT students may
risk losing.
The first is emotional support,
which is described as "love, caring,
trust, listening and other similar
behaviors." Next is appraisal support: "Positive feedback or affirmation." Then comes instrumental
support, or "tangible resource or
aid, including money, labor, time
and barter." Finally, informational
"advice or suggestions."
support
As a campus where many students are far from home, bonds run
deep and support is key to developing as an individual within the
community. But without help from
the administration to help students
who need the extra encouragement,
ed

non-LGB-

Voice Staff
experience, the hardest
from studying
abroad is answering the question,
"How was it?" You have to somehow
encapsulate everything you've just
experienced into a
sentence. You could
just say "great," but
usually, the person
asking is looking for
something a little
more than that, but
not enough to bore
them. They don't
want a
account of your every move and emotion, but rather just
something they can
smile at and walk
away with. So when
people ask me how
my study abroad
experience in KeIn

for the trip. We had

ed

been meeting in a class all semester
called "Peoples and Cultures of Kenya" and together with the trip, the
whole experience fulfills a full credit.
In the class, we learned about the
history, culture, language, gender
roles, education, politics and people

my

part about returning

country. These topics range from education to dance to economic profit,
and we were able to see it all.
We arrived and spent the first few
days in the capital of Nairobi, where
we toured the Kibera Slum, and later
that afternoon were invited to dine
at and tour a tea plantation owned

day-by-d- ay

n

nya was,
just say,
"Great! Exactly like
'The Lion King!' Go
I

tit
!

ment or questions about his program at
sage.nenyuegmail.com.

I

,

Over spring break,
students and six
memcommunity
This year's Wooster in Kenya atop the Maragoli Hills. Professor David McConnell is one
bers traveled to Keers of the program (Photo by Joseph Gorman).
nya with the Wooster
in Kenya program, led by Professor
of Kenya. We learned about the by a woman who was a second genof Sociology and Anthropology Dathings we could expect to experieration British colonialist. Talk
vid McConnell and attorney Doug
ence, the people we would meet, the
about contrast. The whole trip was
Drushal.
program we would be organized around ideas of contrast,
Though we only spent 10 days in working with, our homestay families,
which I think was to help make us
Kenya, we could all vouch for the
what to pack, what shots to get and more aware of it and to ease us into
fact that it fully counts as a "study which malaria pills to take. We were
seeing poverty.
abroad" experience, as all the dealso told we would be expected to
We spent time in a city "called
veloping "Wooster in..." programs
bring gifts to our Kenyan families in Kisumu and toured Lake Victoria,
are. We traveled all over the country
the village and would in turn be rethe world's second largest freshwaand experienced enough to span six warded with immense hospitality. It ter lake, which is shared by Kenya,
weeks. Several of us had traveled
was
Tanzania and Uganda. We also visto say the least.
and studied abroad before, and a few
Now that we are back on campus, ited a youth AIDS clinic funded by
had participated in other "Wooster
we are all working on presentations
U.S. agencies. We then traveled
in..." programs. Several people had we will give on the specific topics south and toured the Kakamega
not traveled before but we were all each of us researched while in the Forest, a national rainforest, and
2

,

non-pro-

fit

well-organiz-

..

'.-

ed,

of the found-

erty reduction and
sustainable development projects in the
Maragoli region of
the Western Province of Kenya.
The community
showed us a large
range of what MACODEF does and
exwe got hands-o- n
perience using solar
cookers, setting up
a rainwater harvest
system, laying foundation for a building, planting trees
and making bricks.
We toured the village's two primary
schools and secondary .school and
learned a lot about
the country's belief
in the importance of

education.
In the village, we all learned about
McConnell arid gained immense respect for the leader' of the trip. He is
one of the founders of MACODEF
and has been visiting the Maragoli
community in Kenya since 1980,
where he studied abroad as an

un-dergr- ad.

As our last point of contrast, for
the final two days of the trip we
stayed in a five star Safari Resort in
the Serengeti plains and saw every
animal featured in "The Lion King."
So in some ways, Kenya really was a
lot like "The Lion King."
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We're looking to expand our coverage to
include more creative Works and
essays by Wooster students.

'
3
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Sage Nenyue is a regular contributor
to the Voice and can be reached for com-

,

'

figure!"
1

pov-

unity-based

life on campus can be hell.
I am sure there could be argument to the contrary: "Why do gay
kids need extra stuff? Let them pull

themselves up by their own bootstraps if they want something." I
refute that by saying that everybody on this campus relies on some
system or another to see that they
are comfortable and taken care of.
Without
Protective
Services,
many of us would be paranoid;
without the Wellness Center, more
students would fall ill. Why is it so
hard to put another system in place
that sees that LGBT students have
someone in the administration they
can talk to specifically about their
needs?
International students have the
International Students Association
and minority students have the Office of Multi-ethnStudent Affairs.
An LGBT resource center staffed
with expert personnel that know
how to advise LGBT students is a
necessary component of The College of Wooster' s campus that we
should look into obtaining.

spent four days in a rural village in
Maragoli:
We spent two nights with home-sta-y
families, which everyone agreed
was the highlight of the tfip. This is
where. we worked with the Maragoli
Community Development Founda
tion (MACODEF), which is an orga
nization committed
to supporting comm-

1.
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you have an excerpt from a creative
Independent Study, an idea for a human
interest story or just want to write
but need ideas for a topic, please
contact Emily Bartelheim at
If

EBartelheim12wooster.edu.

SECTION EDITORS:
GEORGE MYATT

ArteJEntertainment

LEE MCKINSTRY

es as the living room, the bar, the lone
table for the telephone and the stairs

The audience

of a posh soiree.
However, the show suffered from
some occasional sight-lin- e
issues

1

'
t.

'13) stalls for time in the comedic, romp "Rumors"
last week in Shoolroy Theater (Photo by Linda Kuster).
Campbell-Tayl- or

attended an
dinner party you
were invited to that turned into a
night of high laughs and mystery?
Put your "Clue" cards away; Neil Simon's romp-fe- st
comedy "Rumors"
puts the game to shame. EfTie's Players, a student theatre organization
at the College, delivered a comedic
weekend for the campus in Shoolroy
Theatre.
Directed by Yassi Davoodi '11, the
performance showcased not only a
you
Have
awkward

ever

talented cast but an electric energy
of entertainment and intrigue.
Set in the society of the New York
elite, several wealthy couples gather
at a dinner party to celebrate the
10th anniversary of Charlie Brock,
the deputy major of the city, and his
wife, Mariah. But they soon discover
that the servants' are missing, the
hostess cannot be found and Charlie
e.
has shot himself through the
The guests then make every
comedic attempt to cover up what
ear-lob-

per-form- ed

has happened from the media and the
police. Though we never see Charlie,
his presence is felt as Ken Gorman
(Kevin Glass '14) constantly checks
up on him.
It was refreshing to watch a play
traditionally built for proscenium
theatres like Freedlander in a space
such as Shoolroy. The chaos of the
story escalated as the characters try
to make "smart" decisions with all the
mental acuity of headless chickens.
There was no need for any set chang

also

29

5

responded

ing laughter. Katie Markovich's '12
portrayl of. Chris was wisely based
off the eccentric personality of
the stuffy rich woman who seemed
clueless but downright witty for the
things she said. Similarly, Alex De-re- ix
'14 delivered a charming and
funny performance as Claire and
had an impressive chemistry with
her on stage husband, Lenny (Alex
Parrott '13), who was equally able
to generate multiple laughs out of
the spectators.
I couldn't contain my laughter
when the couple Cookie (Janna Haywood '14) and Ernie (Malcolm Campbell-Taylor
'13) interacted with each
other. Cookie resembled the homey
demeanor of southern chef pioneer
Paula Deen as she scrambled to sit
and stand up with an injured back as
her
husband tried reher.
It was a kick to
lentlessly to assist
watch Kyle Thomas ' 1 1 as the upcoming candidate, Glenn Cooper, for state
senate fight with his ditzy, sexually
enticing and promiscuous wife Cassie
(Isabelle Briggs '12). You could clearly see which actor was destined to
play each of these demanding roles.
"Rumors" presented a winning
combination to the general fan fare
of the audience: a simple set, an
and intriguing script
and
performances.
When you mix these elements of a
production together into the same
room, you get a show that provides
a rewarding experience for all in
the theatre.

lusion

-

APRIL

well to the performance with roar-

into the upper portion of the house
were all carefully stamped in the
space. The lighting did not consist
of any elaborate changes to indicate
a change in the plot or action; instead,
enough was provided to create the il-

---.

Ernie (Malcolm.

FRIDAY,

where standing characters blocked
performers on stage who might have
been sitting down. There was one
particular moment when you could
not see the face of one character that
entered for at least IS minutes.
Though it would have been nice if
the focus of the action had been explored just a little more at different
corners, it was smart to retain some
of the main plot driving points within the living room. Davoodi, though,
did a phenomenal job of allowing the
characters to move effortlessly in the
theatre to fully display everyone's
comedic involvement in the sticky
' situation.
Without reservations, the funniest
moments were composed by Glass
when he portrayed the freaked-o- ut
Ken. His character grew more delightfully silly when he temporarily
lost his earring after trying to handle Charlie's gun. Glass was able to
successfully translate his character's
actions into even more comedic moments by constantly mistranslating
what others were trying to communicate to him. For example, when
the door bell rang, his character exclaimed, "Is that a cat?"

over-the-t- op

eye-poppi-

ng

knee-slappi-

ng

Cuteness can't elevate "Rio'V unfortunate predicatbility
Kris Fronzak

News Editor
The recently released animated
film "Rio" from Twentieth Century
Fox and Blue Sky Studios film proves

that a stellar cast can't fix inherent
but it can make the
unoriginality
unoriginality a little more hilarious.
Relying on a combination of lurid
colors (it is set in the tropics, after
all), witty dialogue and cutesy moments, "Rio" sucks you in for an hour
and a half of lighthearted playfulness. Despite the predictable plot,
the characters within are spunky and
endearing, and the transformation
of Blu, our main Macaw, is radical
but totally believable.
The story begins in the wild jungles of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, where
hundreds of birds are celebrating
life with an impromptu singingflying party. Hearing the commotion,
Blu (Jesse Eisenbergj, a fledgling
Spix's Macaw, pokes his little head
out of the nest. He sees the festivities, dances in place for a minute
and accidentally falls from the nest,
inadvertently discovering he cannot fly. He staggers pitifully on the
ground for only a few seconds before
smugglers swoop down on the area,
snatching up every bird in sight, including the defenseless Blu.
The birds are smuggled all the
way to Wisconsin, but Blu catches a
break when his cage falls out of the
van and is discovered by a quirky,

loving young girl named Linda (Leslie Mann). A picture montage traces Linda and Blu's transition into
both alone, but
young adulthood
comfortable and happy together.
Their peaceful lives are rudely
interrupted by the invasion of the
hapless, eccentric Tulio (Rodrigo
Santoro). Tulio is an ornithologist

who traveled from Rio to find Blu
and persuade him to mate with the
only other Spix's Macaw remaining
on the planet, a feisty female named
Jewel (Anne Hathaway).
After some humorous persuasion,
the group makes its way back to
Blu's homeland, where Blu is introduced to Jewel. She immediately re

jects him, and classic raillery ensues.
After being kidnapped, the avian pair
escapes and sets off on an adventure
and remove
to find their owners
the chain that binds them together.
They pick up some bird friends
along the way (George Lopez,
will.i.am and Jamie Foxx). After
plenty more mishaps and encounters

f

r
(i

r

with the wicked parrot, Nigel
Clement), the group eventu- -.
makes
its way back to Tulio and
ally
Linda. In the way of most animated
films, the antagonists are vanquished
and all "good" characters live happily
ever after.
Though most of the plot is unsurprising, the film is still a good watch
banter and witty dialogue punctuate all but the most serious scenes.
The budding chemistry between Blu
and Jewel, and later between Tulio
and Linda, is charming.
The film is also appreciably accurate
about the types of music and wildlife
of Rio de Janeiro, even going as far
as to make Blu a Spix's Macaw, which
is a critically endangered bird from
Brazil. Granted, there are around 100
known Spix's Macaws in existence
today, not two, but the point remains.
Director Carlos Sahldana, who also
directed "Ice Age" and its sequels, is
it's
skilled at pulling heartstrings
who's
that
.anyone
highly unlikely
watched "Rio" will elect to go into the
smuggling business.
There may be a little too much
"movie magic" to totally satisfy and
the predictability is tiring, but on the
whole, "Rio" is a charming,
animated film that's worth a watch,
especially if you're in the mood for
something light. With an estimated
$90 million budget, "Rio" is expected
to continue to succeed at the box office. The film grossed an additional
$26 million from ticket sales this past
weekend, totaling $80 million profit.
(Je-mai-

feel-go-

At the premiere of the animated feature "Rio," stars
a promotional still (Photo by AP).

Jesse Eisenberg and will.i.am pose

by

WoosterStreetStyle
Showcasing personal style on campus
What inspires your style?
As the last vestiges of the winter season make their exit, Wooster
Street Style caught up with Amber Skaretka '11 on one of the final
chilly days on campus. Accessorizing her look with opaque tights
and a colorful patch work shoulderbag, Skaretka divulged her
eclectic style Inspirations and the jeweler she cant leave her dorm
without

really love my novelty
without my collection of rings
t-shi-

rts,

like my Ducktails one.

I

cannot

live

and my yin and yang necklace. Also,
like my hand made pieces that I cut up and altered super comfy
slipper shoes.

I

Visit

the people around me, the environment
and many foreign cultures. never like to be labeled in society by
what wear, so wear pieces that represent all different genres of
style. will literally wear things from all different stores. It makes
me feel like I can be anyone or character want. And shop
My style is inspired by

I

I

I

I

I

I

cheap! I refuse to buy expensive pieces or ones just to represent
a label.

What are some of your favorite pieces in your closet?
I

i

I will find bargains at Goodwill, American Eagle, Hot Topic,
Victoria's Secret, as well as collect from people who are just
getting rid of their old clothes. I am not afraid of
Lastly, I like to dress comfy and believe that simplicity is key. My
style represents my personality, very heterogeneous.

our blog for more style inspiration
style, thewoostervoice. com

hand-me-down-

s.

::'ul
Skaretka '11 compliments a black overcoat with a
silver pendant and suede booties (Photo by Linda Kuster).

Amber
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Romance, Royal

style

- If you're reading this on Friday afternoon, you are tardy for the party.
Prince William has already married

Kate Middleton in a lavish ceremony
that took place at Westminster Ab
bey in London
earlier
today.
For some, the
fanfare

o

sur-

rounding
the
royal wedding
stemmed

the

well-ke-

from
pt

1

secret of

f

i

Mid-dleto- n's

1

Margaret

wed
Donnelly
ding gown. For
others, it was the pomp behind the
seemingly outdated traditions of the
British monarchy. For me, though,
the fascination started with my Independent Study, which focused on
representations of the first two wives

of Henry VIII, Catherine of Aragon

--

and Anne Boleyn, in modern film and
literature.
Over the course of the year, while I
read everything I could get my hands

Using acrylic paints and plywood cutouts, Adria

'11 explores children's relationship with nature in
her studio art Independent Study exhibition "Child's Play: Nature's Movement" (Photo by Linda Kuster).
Hankey-Brow- n

on the two women and watched every
film available, including 'The Other

ng

princesses, Woodville famously told
him, "My liege, I know I am not good
enough to be your mistress, but I am
far t(x good to be your wife." Edward,
taking the hint, promptly married her.
Catherine of Aragon, the first wife
of Henry VIII, was first married at St.
Paul's Cathedral in London, where, almost 5(X) years later, Princess Diana
married Prince Charles in a lavish
public ceremony. Catherine's wedding
ceremony was an enormously public
event that all of London came to witness while Diana's was broadcast for
the entire world to see.
Although

in Henry VIII's time,
royal mistresses'were to be expected,
his most famous mistress and second
wife, Anne Boleyn, rivaled every oth-

er woman at court, including Queen,
Catherine, who he famously divorced
tor Boleyn. Similarly, Diana's marriage
to Charles famously disintegrated because of his continued relationship
with his former girlfriend, Camilla
s,
whom he married in
Parker-Bowle-

'2005. Diana famously told

the press
after the demise of her marriage: "It
was a bit crowded because there were
three of us in the marriage," a jab at
her husband's lengthy infidelities with
Parker-Bowle-

s.

While modern historians have

uni-

versally declared Anne Boleyn's innocence, Henry VIII and his ministers

charged her with accounts of incest
and adultery, which led to her beheading at the Tower of London in May

cut-out-

1536. Princess Diana also suffered a
tragic deatli in a car accident in Paris
while she was chased by the paparazzi
in 1997. Despite the divorce, she was
given a royal burial as the mother of
the future king of England, and Elton
John sang "Candle in the Wind" at her
star-studd- ed

funeral.

'

111

Given the dramatic lives of the
British monarchy, it's no shock that
the world has been a twitter with

excitement for the royal wedding.
More dramatic than any story written in a novel or for a film, their lives
have splattered the page of
less-than-frien-

1

cries.

Each of the sculptures is accompanied by an inanimate object. One
kneels crying over an ornate pedestal (that was actually crafted from
manipulated, painted cardboard) that
holds a tiny replica of the larger

three-dimensio- nal

vi.
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Wire screens, clay and metal frameworks were used to create the sculpted figures in
Kathleen Mazzei's '11 studio art Independent Study exhibition "Fear of..."
(Photo by Linda Kuster).
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British and American tabloids
and media outlets.
But maybe the fascination with the
wedding of Prince William and Kate
Middleton simply stems from the Disney dream that "someday my prince
will come." If that's the case, then millions of women worldwide shouldn't
give up hope. After all, William's
brother, Prince Harry, is still single.

lwooster.edu
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Margaret Donnelly is an Editor
in Chief of the Voice. She can be
reached for comment at MDonnel-l- yl
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sculpture, a cowering clay figure.
Another points, arms outstretched,
to a series of nine cardboard paintings, each depicting a similarly sexless figure in the fetal position. The
utter desperation of the sculptures'
faces is incredibly eerie, especially
when the figures they reach for seem
to have absolutely no placating
response.
Both exhibits can be viewed at Ebert Art Center throughout the week.
Hours are 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on
Monday through Friday and 1 p.m.
to 5 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.
The final four studio art I.S. exhibitions will be displayed next week.
1

William is not the first monarch-in-waitito marry a "commoner."
In the 15'1' century King Edward
IV caused quite a stir when he married his attractive courtier, Elizabeth
Woodville. Although it was protocol
for English kings to marry foreign

1

.

royal weddings, royal mistresses and
violent, tragic deaths.

1

derstand them in a cathartic way,"
Mazzei wrote in her didactic.
Mazzei used metal frames and
burned wire screens to create the
bodies of three minimalist human
figures. Their faces, were shaped
from a beige mottled clay, with expressions characterized by painted
gaping, black hole mouths and jaws
outstretched in silent screams and

.

court and heart, their 20,h century
counterparts' stories included lavish

1

interactions between children and
nature. Childhood is a time in life
when children see Mother Earth for
all she has to give."
Conversely,
Mazzei focused on
a much darker side of the human
psyche in "Fear of..." In stark opposition to Hankey-Brown- 's
bright
paintings stood Mazzei's metal and
wire sculptures, representing the
three kinds of fear Mazzei explained
she personally struggled with this
fear of change, fear of losing
year
control and fear of death.
"I believe in bringing these notions
of fear into a
space allows me to accept and un

.

in the modern British monarchy. Like
the women who ruled Henry VIII's

study of opposites was on
display in Ebert Art Center
this week, as Adria Hankey-Brow- n
'
and Kathleen Mazzei ' debuted
their studio art Independent Study
exhibitions. In her piece "Child's
Play: Nature's Movement," Hankey-Brow- n
explored children's relationship with nature and the bold curiosity they harness to approach its
phenomena. Mazzei gave shape to
three universal human fears in her
sculptural exhibition "Fear of..."
Hankey-Brown- 's
acrylic paintings
were accompanied by a number of
s,
mobiles and plywood
additions that sometimes appeared to be
extensions of the canvases' framework. Her pieces depicted various
bright scenes' of children interacting with the natural world.
On one canvas at the front of the
gallery, a group of four children fly
kites in an amber sky, as large wooden green and blue kites adorn either
side of the painting. In another
multimedia piece, a child blows a
pussy willow apart in the wind, and
a dozen wooden models of the flower are pinned around the canvas. A
mobile of crimson and gold leaves
twirls around a painting of children
playing in an autumn scene.
"I incorporated personal memories into each painting," said Hankey-Brown,
who also focused on
natural themes in her studio art Junior I.S. "I loved being outdoors as a
child, and I still have that child-lik- e
enthusiasm."
"Child's Play: Nature's Movement" is accompanied by a didactic
including a Ralph Waldo Emerson
quote, which reads, in part, "to speak
truly, few adult persons can see nature ... The sun illuminates only the
eye of the man, but shines into the
eye and heart of the child. The lover
of nature is he ... who has retained
the spirit of infancy even into the
era of manhood."
Hankey-Brow- n
tried to capture,
this idea by illustrating the "playful

A

.

Boleyn Girl" and 'The Tudors," I
couldn't help but notice the striking
parallels between Catherine of Aragon and Anne Boleyn and the women

Students decorate a graffiti wall at the Wooster Jam Session last
weekend (Photo by Andrew Collins).

Let $ Jayj
Wooster's Jam Session
Opens to Fan Fare
Last weekend, the Center for
produced the Wooster
Jam Session, a unique arts festival
featuring all kinds of art from theater,
music, painting, poetry and video
at the Wayne County Fairgrounds.
Head on over the Voice online to read
George Myatt's take on the event with
a special edition of The Scene.
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Softball splits conference matchups
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MEN'S AND WOMEN'S TRACK AND FIELD
The men's and women's track and field teams traveled to
Gambier, Ohio on Saturday to compete in the Kenyon Invitational at Kenyon College. Eleven women finished in the top.
three of their respective events, which is a school record. Meredith Shaul '12 and Erin
n
'13 finished first and
Plews-Oga-

second, respectively, in the 1500 meters. Colleen O'Neil '13
took first place in the 5000 meters. Whitney Rappole '11 won

meters. Abena
'13 tied her own
school record with five foot, five inch high jump to win her
competition. Second-plac- e
finishes included Kelsie Herring '12
in the 800 meters, Katharina Kroll '12 in thtijavelin throw and
Stephanie McShane '13 in the 100 meter dash. Miriam Wise
'11 finished third in the long jump and the triple jump, and Sarah Appleton '12 finished third in the 3000 meter steeplechase.
In men's competition, Kevin DeGroot '13 and Morgan Clark
'14 placed first and second, respectively, in the 3000 meter
steeplechase. Ethan Deselem '13 finished third in the 200 meter dash and Sean Twining '1 earned third in the long jump.
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MEN'S AND WOMEN'S GOLF

Gina Pirolozzi '13 heads home in the Scots' loss against Wittenberg University last Friday,
to raise Leukemia awareness (Photo by Andrew Collins).

the team wore orange
The men's golf team hosted the Nye Intercollegiate last
weekend at the Wooster Country Club. The Nye Intercollegiate is the first of two scoring events that will make up the
final standings in the NCAC.

The Fighting Scots finished in fifth place out of nine teams
behind a total score of 637. Their score of 331 on Saturday
tied them for fifth place behind rival Wittenberg University,
Ohio Wesleyah University, Denison University and Allegheny
College.

Wooster came closer to the top three wi,th a 306 shooting
performance on Sunday, led by Blake Sword '12 and his
71. The Scots are now nine strokes out of the top three.
Last weekend the women's golf team hosted the first leg of
the North Coast Athletic Conference Championships. Play was
held at the Wooster Country Club, which is a par-7- 2 course.
field.
The Scots placed third out of the
Rainey Sullivan '14 posted the Fighting Scots' best score of
the weekend with a 92 on Saturday. She followed up this score
with a second round score of 105, giving her a total of 197
y
for the weekend. Leading the team's
score was Janet
Zahorsky '12, who posted a 99 in round one and a 96 in round
, two, giving her a total score of 195 for the weekend. Next
week the Fighting Scots will compete in the second part of the
NCAC tournament.
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Travis Marmon
Sports Editor
The softball team earned a pair
of wins last Thursday against Allegheny College in Meadville, Pa.
7 NCAC) led
The Scots (1
after the top of the first in0
ning in the opening game, thanks
to RBIs by Erica Villa '13 and
Danielle Grooms '14, as well as a
run scored by Villa off of a wild
pitch.
7,
The Gators
6
NCAC)
scored a run at the bottom of the
first and three RBIs in the second
inning to take a 3 lead.
In the fifth inning, with Grooms
on first base and Gina Pirolozzi
'13 on third, Grooms sprinted to
steal second base and forced the
Allegheny catcher to attempt to
throw her out. This opened up an
opportunity for Pirolozzi to steal
home plate and tie the game at 4
in a gutsy fashion.
The teams remained deadlocked
until the eighth inning. Facing
two outs with the bases loaded,
Lauren Swinehart '12 hit a grand
1--

3--

19,

Although U.S. District Judge Susan Nelson forced the NFL
to lift its lockout on Monday, allowing players to return to
team facilities, the players that were allowed in were told that
they could not work out. According to ESPN.com, the league
issued a statement asking for players to be "treated with courtesy and respect," but also saying that they need "a few days to

sort this out."
While the order from Nelson should be seen as reason for
optimism about the state of the coming season, there is still a
long process from this point on if there is going to be football
this fall.

4--

4--
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Bites compiled by Mike Haggerty and
Travis Marmon
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a sweep in the doubleheader.

18,

batting through

its entire lineup. Johnson hit a RBI
and scored on a fielding error for
the Scots, making the game 3 in
favor of the Tigers. Wooster only
produced one hit in the final two
innings, sealing the victory for
Wittenberg.
In the second game, both teams
scored a run in the first inning and
were held scoreless in the second.
A three-ru- n
homer by Laura Rose
in the third gave Wittenberg a 1
advantage, but Pirolozzi hit a two-ru- n
shot to cut the deficit to 3.
The Tigers scored a run in the
fourth, fifth and sixth innings,
while the Scots' offense only managed two hits for the rest of the
game. Wittenberg won by a score
of 3 to complete the sweep.
The Fighting Scots played the
Oberlin College Yeowomen(2-2- 2,
0-- 8
NCAC) on Wednesday after
press time. They will complete
their regular season with a double-head- er
at home against the Kenyon
6
NCAC)
College Ladies 0,
tomorrow.
The first game is'at 1 p.m. and the
second game is set for 3 p.m.
6--

4--

4--

However, Wooster had no such
luck during Saturday's double-head- er
at home against archrival
5
Wittenberg University (1
NCAC) during the StrikeOut Cancer event, which raised money for
The Benefit of Mason O'Donnell, a
charity that helps children affected
by Leukemia.
After the Scots gave up two runs
at the top of the third inning in the
first game, Swinehart batted in Rachel Frank '12 to cut the Tiger lead
to 1.
Unfortunately for Wooster, Wittenberg was able to score four runs
1--

in the fifth inning,

5--

2--

7--

(8-2-

2--

Baseball loses to conference foeDU
Graham Zimmerman
Sports Editor
With an unwavering rainfall
muddying Art Murray Field,
the baseball team was only able
to play two of its five scheduled
games this past weekend. Affoe
ter defeating
(12-2Muskingum University
on Thursday, the squad lost
4
8- - 3
to Denison University (16-2- 0,
7
NCAC) before having to
postpone the second game of the
day's doubleheader. Sunday's doubleheader at Allegheny College
(13-1- 4,
6 NCAC) was also postponed due to poor weather.
On Thursday, Wooster (19-1- 2,
9- - 4
NCAC) welcomed Muskingum to Art Murray Field for a
one game stand. The match was
relatively quiet through the first
seven innings. However, with the
game tied 2 at the bottom of the
eighth, leadoff hitter Zac Mathie
'14 crushed the ball to homer over
the right fence.
Wooster looked like it would seal
the win in the top of the ninth
after closer Tyler Fugate '11
and the Scots' infield forced two
outs. However, Muskingum's Tyler Hardcastle cranked a two-ru- n
home run to put the Muskies up
one. After drawing two walks in
non-confere-

nce

0)

5--

5--

Despite some early season struggles, the Boston Red Sox
have climbed back into the AL Eastern Conference over the
winning streak. After losing the
last week with a
the Red Sox swept the Los Angeseason
the
first six games of
les Angels of Anaheim last weekend.
The Cleveland Indians started off the week atop the Amerigame lead
can League Central Division with a
and
the Detroit Tigers. Today the
over the Kansas City Royals
series
division
against the Tigers.
a
will
start
Indians

2--

(5-1-

8--

MLB

slam to right centerfield to give
Wooster an 4 lead. Allegheny
was only able to produce one hit at
the bottom of the inning, sealing a
victory for the Scots.
In the second game, pitcher Jenn
Horton '13 gave up only five hits
and no runs and hit a
n
homer herself in the third inning.
Wooster also scored off of a RBI
by Kelley Johnson '13 in the fourth
inning and an unearned run by
Pirolozzi in the fifth. The Scots
walked away with a 0 victory and
8--

3--

six-tea-

-7

2--

the bottom of the ninth, Wooster
loaded the bases with an excellent
'bunt by Eddie Reese '14. With two
runners in scoring position, Derek
Wyman '11 drove the ball into left
field, allowing Wooster to score
the game tying and winning runs
and giving him his second career
walk off hit. .
The next day the Scots welcomed
Denison for a crucial
match between the two conference
rivals. The game seemed within
reach through the first three innings. In each of the first two
frames, Wooster escaped the inning with bases loaded double
plays. Wooster notched its first
run at the bottom of the first inning after a Mathie double pushed
Wyman across home plate.
heaWith the game tied
ding into the third inning, the Big
Red knocked off three consecutive
runs. Denison never looked back as
it put two more runs on the board
in both the fourth and sixth innings, respectively.
In the sixth inning Wooster tried
to inch back up the scoreboard after gaining one unearned tally and
subsequently loading the bases.
Unfortunately they would leave the
runners stranded.
Wooster once again left three runners on the bases in the bottonif late-seas- on

1-

-1

the seventh inning. Wooster was
able to knock off 11 hits on the
day, but unfortunately stranded 12
players on base. Steve Hagen '14,
one of seven Scots pitchers on the
day, got the loss and moved his season record to 3.
This was Denison's first win over
Wooster since April 12, 2008 and
its first win at Art Murray Field
since May 4, 2003. Even with the
loss, however, Wooster still sits on
top of North Coast Athletic Conference standings heading into this
week's conference tournament.
With a few weeks left in the season, Greg Van Horn '11 leads the
Scots with a .416 hitting percentage, followed by Mathie and Zack
Vesco '11, with .350 and .337 respectively. Van Horn and Mathie
are tied for the most.hits with 42
apiece, followed by Michael Well-ste'13 and Vesco.
Mathie's success has helped prove
ni
the words of 'Head Coach Tim
earlier this season to be true,
in which he explained his optimism
for the crop of very young talent
coming into the program.
Wooster traveled to Chillicothe,
Ohio, to play Wittenberg University in the conference tournament
first round Thursday after press
time. They hope to continue their
action through the weekend.
3--
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Lacrosse teams falter against tough conference opponents
match, but an Allegheny goal with,

Mike Haggerty

just two minutes remaining on the

Sports Editor

The men's lacrosse team

(4-- 9,

NCAC) suffered two losses in
a row last week, dropping games to
both Wittenberg University (11-- 0,
NCAC and Whittier College
0
).
Despite opening the game
against No. 13 Wittenberg with
a closely contested fifst half, the
Fighting Scots eventually fell to
the Tigers 11-- 3. Joe Suliman '11
led the Scots, scoring all of the
team's three goals.
Early in the second quarter the
Scots came within one goal of tying the score, but unfortunately the
offensive power of the Tigers soon
overwhelmed the Scots' defense.
The Tigers scored five goals in the
second half, cementing a victory
over the Scots.
The team's struggles continued
into the game against Whittier
College (4-- 6) on Sunday with a 2
loss against their
opponent.
Wooster struggled throughout
the entirety of the game, falling behind 0 in the opening five
minutes of the game. Wooster's
only two goals came fro.m Patrick
1-

-3

4--

(4-6-

on

6--

2--

7--

!
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Matt Pullara looks to

pass

the Scots' loss to the Tigers of undefeated archrival
Wittenberg University on Friday night (Photo by Andrew Collins).

5--

non-confere-

clock secured the Gators' victory.
Despite scoring 13 goals, the Scots
were unable to defend against an
overwhelmingly powerful Allegheny offense.
The Scots were led by Eileen
Barrer '11 with five goals, while
Madison Carey' 12, Nina Dine '11
and Clare Nelson-Johns'13 each
two.
contributed
The Scots suffered another devastating loss on Saturday to the
Denison University Big Red (11-- 4,
0
NCAC). Early in the game the
Scots took a 0 lead although the
Big Red later went on a four-go- al
run, giving Denison a 3 lead at
the half.
Wooster responded at the beginning of the second with a four-go- al
run of its own, although Denison
finished off the match with a 10--9
victory. Dine and Carey led the
Scots' offensive with three goals
apiece but the Big Red's offense
was too much to overcome.
This loss dropped the Fighting Scots to No. 3 in the NCAC
standings and pitted them against
Allegheny in the semifinals of
Thursday's NCAC Tournament at
Allegheny,' which occurred after
press time.

nce

in

Schlick '13 and Matt Ranck '13.
The men's lacrosse season will'
come to a close tomorrow when
they face NCAC conference rival
3 NCAC).
Kenyon College (4-- 8,

2--

0--

The women's lacrosse team
NCAC) also suffered through
two tough losses last week, falling to both Allegheny College and
(9-5,-

On Thursday the Scots lost by
deficit to the Allegheny
Gators (12-- 5,
2 NCAC).
Neither team ever held a comlead throughout the
fortable

4-2

a

one-go- al

4--

Denison University.

Schools can't comply with Title IX

o

Gina Christo
News Editor

l

The number of playoff games won by
the Memphis Grizzlies prior to this
year's series against
the San Antonio
Spurs. Founded in
1995 as the Vancouver Grizzlies before
moving to Memphis in 2001, the
team has traditionally been one of the
NBA's worst franchises. The Spurs
have won four of
the last 12 NBA
Championships.

The number of
judges it took to

overturn the NFL
owner's
lockout.
On Monday, federal
district court judge
Susan Richard Nelson declared that
NFL players were
suffering irreparable harm due to the

NFL lockout. This
ruling has added yet
another element to
this escalating conflict, which is only
becoming more and
more of an issue.

ISC

Last Tuesday, The New York Times
reported that many Div. I schools are
misrepresenting the number of students participating in sports so they
can comply with Title IX. Among
the tactics is padding rosters of
women's teams with students who
do not play a varsity collegiate sport.
Title XV of the Education Amendments of 1972 is a U.S. law which
was enacted on June 23, 1972 and
amended Title IX of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964. Under Title IX, "No
persons in the United States shall,
on the basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or
activity receiving Federal financial
assistance."
The New York Times highlighted
three different schools that are abusing their Title IX rights. At the University of South Florida, more than
half of the 7 women on the cross
1

.

country roster failed to run a race
in 2009. When asked about it, a few
laughed and said they did not know
they were on the team.
At Marshall University, the women's tennis coach recently invited
three first year onto the team even
though he knew they were not
good enough to practice against his
scholarship athletes, let alone compete. They could come to practice
whenever they liked, he told them,
and would not have to travel with
the team.
Div. I universities have the ability
to demonstrate compliance with Title IX in one of three ways. Firstly,
they could show that the number of
female athletes is in proportion to
overall female enrollment. The have
the option of demonstrating a history of expanding opportunities. They
may also show that they are meeting
the athletic interests and abilities of
their female students.
The incentive to comply with Title
IX regulations and keep more women on teams allows for the men's

sports team rosters to be larger.
At Marshall University, the women's tennis coach added three freshman walk-on- s
to comply with, the
athletic department's
team
minimum.
Practices for these walk-oare
optional this year, but they are expected to participate in regular practices next semester when their classes are scheduled more conveniently
for team participation.
Similarly, Texas A&M, which just
won the women's Division I basketball championship, reported 32 players in' the 2009-1- 0
academic year,
although 14 were men. According
to ESPN, women have grown to 53
percent of the student body at Division I schools, yet make up 46 percent of all athletes.
Instead of putting money into new
women's teams or trimming football
rosters, which can have 1 1 1 players,
some schools are engaging in "roster management," the Times said.
Shrinking budgets can prompt such
an approach.
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Local fishing hole provides rewards and relaxation
Just past the rusty sawmills and
train tracks bordering Wooster
rests an
old
dirt
road that

rx

lines

it-

!

self with

Ohio
GRAHAM
ZIMMERMAN
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and
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pine

It's
the type of setting that easily
lends refuge to wildlife and varmints, as Steve Webster will explain to anyone fortunate enough
to accompany him how he enjoys
carrying an old .22 rifle to ward
off the occasional groundhog
from sticking its neck up too far.
While it can be amusing, the reason for traveling that road has
never been for target practice.
Quietly resting a quarter mile up
the matted dirt sits a sacred pond
that, for a lucky few, holds some
of the best bass fishing in Ohio.
I began fishing with Steve Webster, the assistant men's lacrosse
coach at the College, four years
ago after hearing rumors of a
deep hollow packed with bass just
past the reach of the town's industrial air. One late fall day after
the sun's rays had reached deep
enough to stir the water awake, I
trees.

main secret to the few who fish it,
there nonetheless exist plenty of
streams and rivers in Wooster that
can provide that same fulfillment.
Two weeks ago, Trout Unlimited
released 2,500 rainbow trout into
the two-mi- le
stream that spines
through Grosjean Park just south
of campus. If you plan on using a
fly rod, the trout will bite nymphs
through most of the season while
dry flies will be the best option on a
muggy day or after a storm.
I have never been one to kill the
fish I catch. Because of this, I have
been able to forgo the frustration
that inevitably accompanies those
who use fishing as a tool for their
own conquests.
So if you find yourself at Gros
jean, please practice catch and re
lease. It will also give the trout an
opportunity to survive long enough
to find a home in the stream. As
.
Dick Blalock once said, "I will never
Steve Webster holds up the number two for the second bass of the day he caught just kill another trout. There are too few
of them in the world, and each one
outside the Wooster town limits at the Honeyhole (Photo by Graham Zimmerman).
is. too precious to do something as
wasteful as eating it."
found out firsthand how true the ruoff a tale of how he once caught 10 feeling of a nibble at the end of my
It is easy to get lost in the daily
mors of the Honeyhole were.
bass on his first 10 casts into the lilrod or finishing the day with the stress and commitments when at
It did not matter what was at the ies. I have been able to return to the most catches. It has instead come
Wooster, but as I have found, it is
end of our rods that day, whether
eternal Honeyhole numerous times from the most natural pursuit, one just as easy to rid yourself of that
it be top spinners, worms or crank since my first year. Never once have
bound by the cast of my line into the stress. Catching fish has never been
baits, the bass bit everything. Our
I left unsatisfied.
water, of a union between the outeasy, but with the right perspective,
success did not come from my beginOver time, I've discovered that my doors and myself.
the experience of fishing will al
ner's luck either, as Webby rattled fulfillment has not come from the
Although the Honeyhole will
ways be rewarding.
,
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